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1. Going underground
If we explore the cost that is not ‘visible’ on
opening day, such as cultivation, topsoil, compost, irrigation and soil preparation, it easily
adds up to about R75/m2. For a higher-end finish, this becomes 15% of the softscape budget
per area, and for a low-end finish adds up to half
of the budget. Takeaway #1: plan and
budget for preparation underground.

Evergreen trees in parking lot for screening only, creating no shade

2. Buying more time
There are very few instances where we can
literally buy time. But, with trees, and especially
trees planted in large hard surface areas (so
close to buildings or typically in parking lots),
this is true. The typical line or S-curves with
growth over time does not apply in this case.
Plan, and budget to plant the biggest trees
possible in the parking lots – these areas are
always neglected and not only have the first live
interaction with the users, but an actual impact
on their direct environment. Furthermore, these
areas are mostly difficult because the ground
has been compacted, there is always some
building rubble left somewhere and usually
done last-minute, so the plan to plant small
trees there and hope that this will grow is not
a great plan. Takeaway #2: budget for LARGE
parking or entrance trees.

Vertical green screen with balanced combination of natural light and privacy

RETAIL
GARDENING
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Owner of COTTONTREE

Commercial, and especially retail landscapes,
have always had an interesting angle as they
have to tick ALL the boxes, typically with a
brief like this: “A manicured, low maintenance
evergreen garden, that fits into the budget with
pops of colour. Also, instant effect, lots of shade,
no thorns and waterwise. No aggressive roots.
And frost hardy. And environmentally friendly
and indigenous.”
With this wishlist, the extensive brief narrows
the plant palette down to a very unfortunate
and almost generic list per location or climate,
and at the end of the project ALL the people
at the site office knows what aggies and white
stinkwood means.
This was BC, Before Corona – COVID-19, levels, lockdown, masks and hand sanitizers, aka
hanitizers. The reset-button has been pushed:
retail and commercial buildings have navigated
through a very difficult storm over the past 8
months. The 2020 vision that we all had at New
Year has definitely blurred out of focus, reset
and recalibrated with new priorities.
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Furthermore, if this year has taught us anything,
it is that some balls will be dropped – and deciding which ball(s) will fall, will be the goal.
During the planning and design phase, there are
different priorities from the various trades. The
engineer has loads to carry, while the Quantity
Surveyor (QS), knowing both sides of each coin,
has to budget for the high-end finishes while all
of this is planned to sit on a newly cast slab for a
green rooftop.
The complications are that the plants, (like all
living things) grow, need attention, maintenance, and inevitably die. There are challenges
like the drought, budget and vandalism – just
by small interactions with cleaning chemicals,
footsteps of pedestrians and cars driving over
sprinklers. (Or tenants watering the plants at
their respective shopfronts!).
SOLUTION STRATEGY:
Here are some pointers that can help to focus
on the balls that should not be dropped (and that
has an influence on most of the stakeholders):

3. Build on the “ownerSHOP”
Include the restaurants, schools or community
– ask if there are any specific planting palettes
or edible species that can be included. This will
add to the sense of place and ownership of the
retail complex. For example, if there is a Greek
restaurant close by, consider Olive trees, or
lemon trees near Seafood restaurants. Do not
forget hydroponics, vertical gardening and pots
for herbs. Takeaway #3: crowdsourcing is key.
4. Bang for buck
To get the best value or return on the
investment on a practical level, plant some
‘inexpensive everyday’ plant species that have
a longer lifespan with some seasonal colour or
‘pop’ at feature or priority areas only. ‘Keep a
treat, a treat’ and plant the feature plants at
feature areas only, but make it worth the effort.
Takeaway #4: More ounce for your bounce.
5. What you see is what you get
Look for the VIEW that potential users and
customers will have of the retail area (including
the road verge, roundabout or neighboring
servitude) as these areas are often overlooked
and ignored. A large embankment next to a
highway can become an advertisement, and
forms part of the first impression. Takeaway #5:
Judge the books cover.

Entrance feature to bring the building down to human scale

Manicured road verge included in scope of work with neat but low-end finish
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The biggest difference between retail and residential is the personal factor with
a variety of lifestyles, likes and dislikes and a lot of stakeholders. Stakeholders
include the developer, shopper, tenant, designer, facilities maintenance teams,
leasing agents and even parking attendees.
The stakeholders have different priorities as well. The developer wants highimpact, high-end finish and “needs to look nice”. The designer wants to make his
mark, the Facilities Maintenance team needs to maintain this and the engineer
needs to carry his load on the roof garden – all of these are valid concerns, and to
discern and filter this, a Venn-diagram (pictured below), can be used to motivate
and prioritise areas.
Be careful not to have a one-size-fits-all solution – because with this in the end
it fits no one and you have a one-size-fits-nobody product. Carefully plan to
accommodate and prioritise the different needs of the stakeholders.

6. Mixed media
Do not be afraid to off-set areas of high intensity planting with value planting or rehabilitation.
Feature or sculptural planting can be planted
against backdrops of evergreen planting or even
faux climbers or astro. Takeaway #6: expand the
material variety.
Let’s hope that the time period following the
hard-reset button, After Corona (AC), sharpens
our vision to be more responsible, resilient and
creative in the landscaping of retail and private
gardens, especially with the planting palette and
long-term planning and planting.
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Large trees in the parking extend the shopping canopy

Tree sizes comparison – ask help from a specialist

VENN diagram to find where different needs of the stakeholders overlap

